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Magnetic fields can be 
linked and knotted.

Famous conjecture by K. Moffatt.

Force-free 
equilibrium

Confirms earlier heuristic argument by Moffatt (1985, J.Fluid.Mech).

Realisation Theorem of Enciso & Peralta-Salas (2012, Ann. Math.)

Given any           , any link can be mapped by a smooth 
diffeomorphism (arbitrarily close to identity) to a set of 
magnetic field lines of a force-free field in    .

α �= 0

R3

∇×B = αB
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Importance of topology lies in the evolution.

⇒ connectivity of field lines, knots and linkages preserved.

Vanishing electric 
field in plasma frame

E+ v ×B = 0

∂B

∂t
= −∇×E

∂B

∂t
−∇× (v ×B) = 0

Faraday’s law

“MHD induction eqn“

Infinitely
conducting 
plasma

⇒ ⇒

Alfvén’s Theorem Magnetic flux 
through a comoving surface is 
conserved.

d

dt

�

V
B · n dA = 0
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Can form an integral invariant called magnetic helicity.

H =

�

V
A ·B dV B = ∇×A

A → A+∇χ1. Gauge invariant under                          when                        .                 B · n
��
∂V

= 0

2. Ideal-MHD invariant Woltjer (1958, Proc.Nat.Acad.Sci.)

dH

dt
= −2

�

V
E ·B dV +

�

∂V

�
φB− (v ×B)×A

�
· ndA = 0

∂A

∂t
= −E+∇φ

∂B

∂t
= −∇×E ⇒
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Topological interpretation of H.

1. Integral of linked magnetic flux
 Moffatt (1969, J.Fluid.Mech.)

2. Asymptotic linking number
 Arnol’d (1986, Sel.Math.Sov.)

3. Algebraic topology definition Cantarella & Parsley (2012, 
J.Geom.Phys.)

H = 2
�

i<j

l(Ci, Cj)ΦiΦj

λ(r1, r2) = lim
T1,T2→∞

lA(r1, r2, T1, T2)

T1T2

H =

�

V

�

V
λ(r1, r2) dV1dV2

T
2 = S

1 × S
1 of all pairs (φ, θ) to S

2:

L(φ, θ) :=
r(φ)− r(θ)
�r(φ)− r(θ)�

and the linking number is defined

lk(l1, l2) = deg(L(φ, θ))

The interpretation in terms of linking numbers was generalized by [Arnold 1986]
for the generic case where field lines are not closed using the notion of an asymp-
totic linking number λB(r1, r2). This number is the limit of the linking number
of two curves starting at r1 and r2, which are closed by a straight line after
integrating along the field for “times” T1 and T2.

d

dt
FB(r, t) = B(r) F(r, 0) = r

λB(r1, r2) = lim
T1,T2→∞

lkB(r1, r2, T1, T2)
T1T2

Theorem 1.4 (Averaged linking number). The averaged linking number of a
divergence-free vector field on a simply connected manifold M coincides with the
total magnetic helicity:

H(B) =
�

M

�

M
λB(r1, r2)dV dV
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Helicity and the Cdugdireanu invariant 415 

Figure 1. Linked, oriented and unknotted flux tubes with no internal contribution to  helicity. I n  
this case 2 = 2n@, a2, where n is the (Gauss) linking number of the two tube axes. (a )  n = + 1 ; 
( b )  n = - 2 ;  ( c )  n = 0. 

Figure 2 Figure 3 

Figure 2 .  Two linked oriented flux tubes, each one of which is made up of a large number of 
filaments of small cross section. Each pair of filaments (one from each tube) makes a contribution 
2% 8@, 8@, to  the total helicity, and the total helicity is 2n@, 02. 
Figure 3. Knotted flux tube whose tube axis is a trefoil knot. 

where D, is the open disc surface spanning C,. Moreover 

where n is the (Gauss) linking number of {C,, C,}, i.e. the algebraic number of times 
that C, crosses D, (allowing for direction of crossing). Three examples are shown in 
figure 1. Similarly, 

$c2 A dx, = n 6@,. (2.8) 

2 = 2n6@, 6@,. (2.9) 
and hence. from ( 2 . 5 ) )  

Thus 2 is determined solely by the two fluxes and the linking number of the two 
filaments. 

I n  this derivation, it is essential that each flux tube should by itself have zero 
helicity and this is ensured by the above assumption that the B-lines within either 
tube on its own are unlinked closed curves. I n  these circumstances also, the value of 
n is given from (2.4) by integrating over the two cross sections : allowing for the fact 
that we may have x E C,, x" E C, or x E C,, x* E C,, we find again 2 = 2n 8 0 ,  6@, with 

(2.10) 

This is the well-known Gauss formula for n. 
Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A (1992) 
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Practical importance of H.

1. Almost invariant in non-ideal plasma                              .
Berger (1984, Geo.Astro.Fluid.Dyn.)

2. H conservation determines end-state in reversed-field 
pinch. Taylor (1974, PRL)

3. Inverse cascade (to large scales) in turbulence.
Frisch et al. (1975, J.Fluid.Mech.)

4. Lower bound on magnetic energy. Arnol’d (1986, Sel.Math.Sov.)

E+ v ×B = ηj

dH

dt
= −2

�

V
j ·B dV

E =
1

2µ0

�

V
B2 dV dE

dt
= −

�

V
ηj2 dV ����

dH

dt

���� ≤

�

8ηµ0

����
dE

dt

����

⇒

E ≥ 1

LV
|H| Ricca (2008, Proc.Roy.Soc.A) - explicit LV for “magnetic links”
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Limitations of H.

1. Not gauge invariant if B · n
��
∂V

�= 0

The relative helicity Berger & Field (1984, J.Fluid.Mech.)

2. H/Hr may not be only relevant constraint...

B · n
��
∂V

= Bref · n
��
∂V

Hr =

�

V
(A+Aref) · (B−Bref) dV

n×A
��
∂V

= n×Aref
��
∂V

where

and

is gauge invariant and ideal invariant for                 .v
��
∂V

= 0

5 Relative Helicity

For cases where the boundary is not

a magnetic surface, i.e where mag-

netic flux crosses the boundary, the

total magnetic helicity is not well de-

fined. In this case we can define a

relative helicity between the B and

a reference field Bref
satisfying the

same boundary conditions:

B · n|∂V = Bref · n|∂V .
B Bref

Supplement the field with BIR3\V

to a closed configuration so that we

can calculate the total magnetic he-

licities for the supplemented fields

BV + BIR3\V and Bref
V + BIR3\V .

BIR3\V

Then the relative helicity HV (B|Bref
) of B w.r.t Bref

:

HV (B|Bref
) := HIR3(BV + BIR3\V )−HIR3(Bref

V + BIR3\V ) (14)

=

�

V
(AV + Aref

V ) · (BV −Bref
V ) dV , (15)

is well defined (gauge invariant) and does not depend on the extension BIR3\V .

The proof of equivalence of the two expressions for HV (B|Bref
) is non-trivial

(see 8).

Notation:

HV (B) =

�

V
A · B dV ; B · n = 0 Total Helicity

HV (Ba,Bb) =

�

V
Aa · Bb dV =

�

V
Ab · Ba dV ; Ba,b · n = 0 Cross Helicity

HV (B|Bref
) =

�

V
(AV + Aref

V ) · (BV −Bref
V ) dV ; B · n = Bref · n Rel. Helicity

5.1 Properties

a) The relative helicity HV (B|Bref
) is invariant with respect to a deformation

of either B or Bref
which leaves the normal component on the boundary

unchanged. (Proof: (14) remains unchanged.)

b) The relative helicity is zero for any field topologically equivalent to Bref
.

(Proof: Consequence of a)) The converse is not true, in particular the

relative helicity might be zero although B and Bref
are not similar in any

respect (Warning: HV (B|Bref
) �= HV (B−Bref

)).

c) For B·n = 0 on the boundary the relative helicity reduces to the difference

of the total helicity of B and Bref
: H(B)−H(Bref

).

26
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e.g. Borromean rings Candelaresi & Brandenburg (2011, PRE)

? Organises into two regions of opposite helicity.

3

FIG. 5: Isosurface of the initial magnetic field energy for the IUCAA
knot seen from the top (left panel) and slightly from the side (right
panel).

FIG. 6: Isosurface of the initial magnetic field energy for the Bor-
romean rings configuration.

very similar parameterization as for the n–foil knots. We have
to consider the faster variation in z-direction which yields

x(s) =

!

"

(C + sin 4s) sin 3s
(C + sin 4s) cos 3s
D cos (8s! !)

#

$ , (4)

where C and D have the same meaning as for the n–foil
knots and ! is a phase shift of the z-variation. The full three-
dimensional magnetic field is constructed radially around this
curve (Fig. 5), where the thickness of the cross-section is set
to 0.48.

C. Borromean rings

The Borromean rings are constructed with three ellipses
whose surface normals point in the direction of the unit vec-
tors (Fig. 6). The major and minor axes are set to 2.5 and
1, respectively, and the thickness of the cross-section is set
to 0.6. If any one of the three rings were removed, the re-
maining 2 rings would no longer be interlocked. This means
that there is no mutual linking and hence no magnetic helicity.
One should however not consider this configuration as topo-
logically trivial, since the rings cannot be separated, which is
reflected in a non-vanishing third order topological invariant
[23].

D. Numerical setup

We solve the resistive magnetohydrodynamical (MHD)
equations for an isothermal compressible gas, where the gas
pressure is given by p = "c2S , with the density " and isother-
mal sound speed cS . Instead of solving for the magnetic field
B we solve for its vector potentialA and choose the resistive
gauge, since it is numerically well behaved [24]. The equa-
tions we solve are

#A

#t
= U "B + $#2

A (5)

DU

Dt
= !c2S! ln "+ J "B/"+ F visc (6)

D ln "

Dt
= !! ·U , (7)

where U is the velocity field, $ the magnetic diffusivity,
J = ! " B/µ0 the current density, F visc = "!1! · 2%"S
the viscous force, with the traceless rate of strain tensor S
with components Sij = 1

2
(ui,j + uj,i) !

1
3
&ij! · U , % is

the kinematic viscosity, and D/Dt = #/#t + U · # is the
advective time derivative. We perform simulations in a box
of size (2')3 with fully periodic boundary conditions for all
quantities. To test how boundary effects play a role we also
perform simulations with perfect conductor boundary condi-
tions, i.e. the component of the magnetic field perpendicular to
the surface vanishes. In both choices of boundary conditions
magnetic helicity is gauge invariant and a conserved quantity
in ideal MHD, i.e. $ = 0. As a convenient parameter we
use the Lundquist number Lu = UAL/$, where UA is the
Alfvén velocity and L is a typical length scale of the system.
To facilitate comparison of different setups it is convenient to
normalize time by the resistive time tres = r2'/$, where r is
the radius of the cross section of the flux tube.

III. RESULTS

A. Helicity of n–foil knots

We test equation (1) for the n–foil knots in order to see how
the number of foils nf relates to the number of mutual linking
n for the separated flux tubes. From our simulations we know
the magnetic helicityHM and the magnetic flux ( through the
tube. Solving (1) for n will lead to an apparent self linking
number which we call napp. It turns out that napp is much
larger then nf and increases faster (Fig. 7).
We note that (1) does not apply to this setup of fluxtubes

and we propose a different formula which relates the magnetic
helicity to the number of foils:

%

V
A ·B dV = (nf ! 2)nf(

2/2. (8)

In Fig. 7 we plot the apparent linking number together with a
fit which uses equation (8).

9

FIG. 21: Magnetic energy versus time for the different initial field
configurations together with power laws which serve as a guide. The
decay speed of the IUCAA knot and Borromean rings lies well in
between the helical and non-helical triple ring configuration.

FIG. 22: Magnetic field lines at t = 0.248 tres for the Borromean
rings configuration for Lu = 1000. In the lower left corner the inter-
locked flux rings are clearly visible which differs from the proposed
trefoil knot [23]. The flux ring in the opposite corner has an internal
twist which makes it helical. The colors denote the strength of the
field, where the scale goes from red over green to blue.

The power law of t!1 in the decay of the magnetic energy
for the IUCAA knot and the Borromean rings came also as a
surprise. Since these configurations do not contain any mag-
netic helicity we expected them to decay as rapidly as the non-
helical triple ring configuration with t!3/2. The observed de-
cay rate can be attributed to the creation of local helical struc-
tures that constrain the decay of the local magnetic field. But

we cannot exclude higher order invariants [23] whose conser-
vation would then constrain the energy decay.

FIG. 23: Magnetic field lines at t = 0.276 tres for the Borromean
rings configuration for Lu = 1000. The two flux rings in the corners
both have an internal twist which makes them helical. The twist is
however of opposite sign which means that the whole configuration
does not contain magnetic helicity. The colors denote the strength of
the field, where the scale goes from red over green to blue.

The Borromean rings showed clearly that local helical
structures can be generated without forcing the system. These
can then impose constraints on the field decay. We suggest
that local variations should be taken into account to reformu-
late the realizability condition (2), which would result in a
larger lower bound for the magnetic energy. For astrophysical
systems local magnetic helicity variations have to be consid-
ered to give a more precise description of both relaxation and
reconnection processes.
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e.g. Dundee numerical unbraiding experiment
Pontin et al. (2011, Astron.Astrophys)

? Organises into two tubes of opposite helicity.
Thursday, 2 May 2013



-  Explanation of Dundee experiment  -
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Look at the field line mapping.

Yeates, Hornig & Wilmot-Smith (2010, PRL)
Yeates & Hornig (2011, J.Phys.A)

Total Poincaré index of fixed points (Lefschetz number) is 
invariant if boundary is ideal.
⇒ explains why two tubes.

Demonstration of explicit invariant other than H.
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-  Topological Flux Function  -
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A scalar function can characterise the field line topology.

F is symplectic (preserves magnetic flux).

Topological flux function on D0

A(x0) =

� F (x0)

x0

A
�
f(x0; z)

�
· dl

v
��
∂V

= 0

n×A
��
∂V

= n×Aref
��
∂V

With gauge condition                                              we get 
ideal invariance:

dA
dt

=

� F (x0)

x0

�
∂A

∂t
− v ×∇×A+∇(v ·A)

�
· dl =

�
φ+ v ·A

�F (x0)

x0

“Magnetic braid” (flux tube where            ).B �= 0
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The TFF is a “helicity per field line”.

Hr =

�

V
A ·B dV −

�

V
Aref ·Bref

dV

For our gauge condition,

H
ref

Changing coordinates gives

Hr −H
ref =

�

V
A
�
f(x0; z)

�
·B (f(x0; z))

Bz(x0)

Bz

�
f(x0; z)

�d2x0dz

=

�

D0

A(x0)Bz(x0) d
2x0

c.f. Berger (1988, Astron.Astrophys.) defines TFF as limiting 
helicity of infinitessimal tube around field line.
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Why “topological”?

dA = F ∗α− αCan show that

where α is 1-form associated to Aref

Integrate along a curve γ
�

γ
dA =

�

γ
F ∗α−

�

γ
α

A(x0)−A(y0) =

�

F (γ)
Aref · dl−

�

γ
Aref · dl.

- open curve: “field lines form a flux surface”

open curve: “field lines form a flux surface”

- closed curve: “conservation of vertical flux”

α = Aref
1 dx1 +Aref

2 dx2

i.e.
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Theorem Yeates & Hornig (2013, Phys.Plasmas)

If two magnetic braids have field line mappings          that 
agree on         with the same winding number, then

F, �F
∂D0

�A = A ⇐⇒ �F = F.

Idea of proof (hard direction):

If we impose the additional gauge condition               Aref
1 = 0

G = �F ◦ F−1Assume              and let                    ,    then

dA = F ∗α− α G∗α− α = 0.⇒

then the maps preserving α are known to have certain 
form, and our boundary conditions lead to G=id.

In this gauge,      is the action for the system of field line 
equations in canonical Hamiltonian form.

A

�A = A
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e.g. Dundee experiment
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Why “flux function”?

is average pairwise linking number

For any pair of field lines cx0,y0 is a topological invariant
Berger (1986, Geo.Astro.Fluid.Dyn.)

A

Not to be confused with unsigned crossing number 
Freedman & He (1991, J.Fluid.Mech.), Berger (1993, PRL).

A(x0) =

�

D0

cx0,y0Bz(y0) d
2y0

cx0,y0 =
1

2π

� F (x0)

x0

dΘ(x0, y0)

dz
dz

Y & H (2013, Phys.Plasmas)
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Can use values on fixed point field lines to partition flux 
(in periodic magnetic braid). Yeates & Hornig (2011, Phys.Plasmas)
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Chaotic field lines ⇒ leakage of flux

iteration using the color map as a first guess. There are six
elliptic fixed points, at the centre of each regular region, and
two hyperbolic fixed points between. Table I also shows the
value of the generalized flux function A!x; y" at each fixed
point, calculated by numerically integrating A along the
appropriate magnetic field line from z#$24 to z# 24.

The red and blue curves in Figure 8(b) show the global
manifolds of the fixed points h1 and h2. These have been
“grown” numerically up to a finite length using the method
of Krauskopf and Osinga27 (see also England et al.28). As
expected in a generic 3D mapping, the manifolds do not
describe regular separatrices but have degenerated into heter-
oclinic tangles. In addition to the manifolds of h1 and h2, we
also show the corresponding manifolds emanating from the
six hyperbolic points at infinity (effectively on the bounda-
ries of this plot).

An enlargement of the partial barrier between h1 and h2
is shown in Figure 9(a). By identifying a pip p and comput-
ing F1(p), we find that m# 2, for this example: i.e., one turn-
stile lobe crosses the partial barrier in each direction. It is
apparent that the areas of these two lobes are unequal, i.e.,
there is a net flux across this partial barrier. Numerical inte-
gration shows that the two lobe fluxes are approximately
0.0008 and 0.0001, and indeed A!h2" $A!h1" # 0:0007,
thus verifying Theorem 1 for this example. Repeating the
calculation for the other partial barriers, we find that those
connecting h1 with the boundary each have a net flux of
0.0007, while those connecting h2 with the boundary each
have zero net flux. This is consistent with the values of A for
the two hyperbolic points (at infinity, A # 0). One can think

of a net chaotic flux of 0.0007 encircling the left-hand hyper-
bolic point, crossing all four of its attached partial barriers.
(These barriers must all have the same net flux since F1 is
area preserving.)

B. Effect of an isolated reconnection region

To illustrate several key properties of our general flux
partition, we consider the effect of adding a gradually
strengthening seventh flux ring to the basic field. This mod-
els the topological effect of a localised three-dimensional
(non-null) diffusion region, as modelled by Hornig and
Priest29 and studied in the framework of general magnetic
reconnection.30

Specifically,

B # r% $ y

2
ex &

x

2
ey &

X7

i#1

Ai

 !

; (24)

where Ai are the same as the basic field for i# 1,…,6, and
the new ring has parameters z7# 28, a7# 0.1, l7# 1, and
k7# 0.01t. The dependence of k7 on time t causes a gradual
increase in the ring’s azimuthal magnetic flux from U7# 0 at
t# 0 to U7 #

!!!
p

p
a7l7k7!t" at time t. We shall illustrate how

the reconnection associated with this new flux ring affects
the partition fluxes for two differing locations (x7, y7).

Case 1: At fixed point h2 (x7# 0.4663, y7# 0.0410). The
resulting perturbation is shown in Figure 10. The fixed point
remains at the same position, and for small t remains hyper-
bolic, though the structure of the global manifolds underly-
ing the chaotic region is altered. At t ' 2.5, there is a
pitchfork bifurcation: the original fixed point becomes ellip-
tic and a pair of new hyperbolic fixed points are formed. The
flux U7 of the new flux ring has become strong enough to
perturb the field and create a new elliptic region.

Note that, throughout this evolution, the change in
A!h2" is exactly equal to the rate of increase of U7 (Figure
10(d)). All the new flux is counted by our partition reconnec-
tion rate, because the fixed point field line passes through the
centre of the reconnection region. In general, a reconnection
site will not be aligned with the fixed point field lines in this
way, so the full imposed flux will not be measured by our

TABLE I. Fixed points in the basic field (23).

Point Poincaré index x y A!x; y"

e1 1 1.0058 0.5007 0.1191

e2 1 $0.0021 0.5083 $0.1189

e3 1 $1.0003 0.5003 0.1314

e4 1 $1.0061 $0.5010 $0.1191

e5 1 0.0024 $0.5081 0.1190

e6 1 1.0007 $0.5007 $0.1194

h1 $1 $0.4623 $0.0457 0.0007

h2 $1 0.4663 0.0410 0

FIG. 9. (Color online) Enlargement of the central partial barrier in Figure 8(b), showing the lobes in (a) the basic field, (b) Case 2 (Sec. VI B) at t# 2, and (c)
Case 3 at t# 6.

102118-8 A. R. Yeates and G. Hornig Phys. Plasmas 18, 102118 (2011)
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Summary

1. Topology of magnetic field lines is important for their evolution.

2. Magnetic helicity is a well-known robust invariant.

3. Our work: complete invariant for “magnetic braids”.

Yeates & Hornig (arXiv: 1304.8064) - conference proceedings from ICMS 
workshop

http://www.maths.dur.ac.uk/~bmjg46/

Ongoing/future work:

‣ Time evolution of the topological flux function (non-ideal MHD).
‣ Measuring rate and location of reconnection.
‣ Identifying other robust properties.
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24

Moffatt (1990, Nature) define a link invariant via ideal-MHD 
relaxation of a magnetic link.

Use bounds for magnetic energy in terms of asymptotic 
unsigned crossing number (not invariant but has lowest 
value).
Freedman & He (1991, J.Fluid.Mech.)
Ricca (2008, Proc.Roy.Soc.A)
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